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Sammanfattning 
Miljön för inbyggda system i mobil utrustning karakteriseras av begränsade och ibland instabila 

energiresurser. I den här typen av system är därför viktigt att utnyttja energi så optimalt som 

möjligt. Genom att kontinuerligt nedgradera prestandan i systemets olika delar till vad som är 

absolut nödvändigt kan energi sparas. 

Flash är ett fysiskt tåligt och mycket kompakt lagringsmedia och lämpar sig därför bra som 

sekundärminne i mobil utrustning. Därav ligger ett givet syfte i att optimera energiförbrukningen 

i flash-baserade system. Datasäkerhet är en ytterligare viktig aspekt i lagringssystem där 

strömförsörjningen inte är tillförlitlig. 

Det här examensabetet utförs i samarbete med Enea och är en del av ITEA
1
-projektet GEODES

2
, 

som syftar till att utveckla programvara och verktyg för att optimera energiförbrukningen i 

inbyggda system. Examensarbetet går främst ut på att förbättra energimedvetenheten i 

filsystemet JEFF
3
, för flash-baserade lagringssystem, utan att påverka filsystemets 

säkerhetsvärde. JEFF är ett filsystem for OSE
4
 som med låg minnesanvändning och hög 

kraschsäkerhet är designat för inbyggda system. Alla metadatauppdateringar loggas i en journal 

vilket gör att filsystemets strukturer alltid hålls intakta och lätt kan återskapas. JEFF erbjuder 

även möjlighet att uppdatera fildata med samma garanti. 

För att minska antalet skrivningar till flashminnet har en cache för fildata har integrerats med 

metadatacachen som tidigare endast använts för att genomföra säkra metadatauppdateringar. 

Lagringssystemets energiförbrukning kan därmed minskas genom att låta cacha fildata i 

primärminnet. Säkerheten för filsystemets strukturer är intakt då metadata fortfarande hanteras 

som tidigare, och sättet att genomföra säkra filuppdateringar har anpassats för de nya 

omständigheterna. Resultatet är ett utbyte av större minnesanvändning och tidsförskjutning 

mellan permanenta uppdateringar av fildata mot en mindre energiförbrukning, utan att 

filsystemets säkerhet har påverkats. 

Nästa steg är att utveckla systemet till att bli dynamiskt kontrollerbart. Genom att möjliggöra en 

dynamisk cachestorlek kan utbytet ökas eller minskas i realtid och genom att dynamiskt även 

tidsförskjuta skrivning av metadata från cachen kan ett ännu större utbyte uppnås. 

                                                 
1 ITEA - Information Technology for European Advancement 

2 GEODES - Global Energy Optimization for Distributed Embedded Systems (ITEA2 - 07013) 

3 JEFF - Journaling Extensible File System Format, utvecklat av Enea, http://www.enea.com 

4 OSE - Operating System Embedded, utvecklat av Enea, http://www.enea.com 
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Abstract 
Embedded systems in mobile devices are characterized by limited energy resources. Therefore, it 

is important to utilize energy as efficiently as possible, and this can be done by trading off the 

performance quality of services within the system. Running a system with degraded performance 

might be preferable over not running it at all. By developing services that can adapt to different 

quality of service levels, the system wide power state can be controlled in run-time according to 

the current conditions. 

Because of their high storage density, flash memories are commonly used in mobile devices. 

When developing energy-aware embedded systems, flash-based storage systems hence become a 

natural target. Storage systems in embedded environments also need to be reliable as they may 

suffer from issues such as unexpected power loss. 

This master thesis work is part of the ITEA
5
 project GEODES

6
 that aims to provide embedded 

software and tools for optimizing power consumption in embedded systems. This work aims 

mainly to improve energy-awareness in a flash-based storage system that employs JEFF
7
, a file 

system format for OSE
8
. It runs with a small main memory footprint, which makes it suitable for 

embedded devices. JEFF can not run directly on a flash memory, it needs a block device driver 

that hides the characteristics of flash and emulates a regular block device. JEFF is a crash safe 

file system, i.e. it is consistent and quickly restored after a crash. By journaling, all file system 

operations are done with transaction-level consistency of the file system metadata and data 

structures. JEFF also supports transactional updates to the file data. A file that is opened in 

transactional mode will be updated out-of place on disk, and the updates are not committed until 

the file is closed. 

A file data cache has been integrated with the metadata cache that is originally used only to 

achieve transactional updates. Metadata consistency is not affected and the transactional file 

updates have been adapted to the new circumstances. The energy consumption of the storage 

system can now be lowered by trading off file data update frequency and main memory 

footprint. 

Further improvements of the energy-awareness of the file system would be a dynamically 

resizable cache, for dynamic power management of the storage system, and dynamically 

controlled metadata flushes, which would enable trade-off of metadata update frequency as well. 

                                                 
5 ITEA - Information Technology for European Advancement 

6 GEODES - Global Energy Optimization for Distributed Embedded Systems (ITEA2 - 07013) 

7 JEFF - Journaling Extensible File System Format, developed by Enea, http://www.enea.com 

8 OSE - Operating System Embedded, developed by Enea, http://www.enea.com 
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1 Introduction 

This master thesis work is part of a larger project that aims to continue the development 

of an EQoS
1
 system that is to be integrated in the SHAPE

2
 middleware that was 

developed in the DySCAS
3
 project. The project is part of the ITEA

4
 project GEODES

5
 

that aims to provide embedded software and tools for lowering power consumption in 

embedded systems. 

This work aims mainly to improve energy-awareness in a flash-based storage system that 

employs JEFF
6
, a file system format for OSE

7
, both developed by Enea

8
. JEFF is a crash 

safe file system, i.e. it is consistent and quickly restored after a crash. It does not require 

much memory, which makes it suitable for embedded devices. 

1.1 Background 
Embedded systems in mobile devices are characterized by limited energy resources. 

Therefore, it is important to utilize energy as efficiently as possible. An approach to this 

is graceful degradation of the system quality of service, meaning that the performance 

quality can be traded off without affecting the usability. Running a system with degraded 

performance might be preferable over not running it at all. By developing services that 

can adapt to different QoS levels, the system wide power state can be controlled in run-

time according to the current conditions. 

Because of their high storage density, flash memories are widely used in mobile devices, 

and that makes power management in flash-based storage systems interesting when 

developing energy-aware embedded systems. Storage systems in embedded environments 

also have to be reliable as they may suffer from issues such as unexpected power loss. 

1.2 Problem Statement 
The main objective of this project is to implement energy-aware quality of service in the 

flash-based storage system by altering the file system, without compromising storage 

reliability. The file system used in the storage system is JEFF, hence JEFF becomes a 

main target in the problem statement. 

                                                
1 EQoS - Energy-Aware Quality of Service 

2 SHAPE - Self-Configurable High Availability and Policy Base Platform for Embedded Systems 

3 DySCAS - Dynamically Self-Configuring Automotive Systems 
4 ITEA - Information Technology for European Advancement 

5 GEODES - Global Energy Optimization for Distributed Embedded Systems (ITEA2 - 07013) 

6 JEFF - Journaling Extensible File System Format 

7 OSE - Operating System Embedded 
8 Enea AB, http://www.enea.com 
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Important basic issues addressed in this thesis are flash-based environments and 

especially energy consumption and storage reliability in flash-based systems. JEFF will 

be evaluated in reliability as well as energy-awareness aspects. 

In particular the following questions will be answered: 

Q1. How does flash memory as storage media affect energy consumption and storage 

reliability? 

Q2. How does JEFF operate compared to other file systems used in flash-based 

storage systems? 

Q3. What is the typical power consumption of the storage system using JEFF and is 

that adequate compared to using other file systems? 

Q4. What features characterize the storage reliability in JEFF and in other file 

systems? 

Q5. How can JEFF be modified in order to maintain energy-awareness in the storage 

system, without compromising storage reliability? 

1.3 Method and Limitations 
The master thesis project will be performed in two distinct phases. The first phase 

involves a literature study of materials such as earlier reports from the same or related 

projects and research papers on related topics. Topics of interest are file systems, file 

system reliability, flash memory storage, cache, EQoS, SHAPE, JEFF and OSE. 

In the second phase, a new design that enhances energy-awareness in the storage system 

will be defined and implemented. Tests and measurements will be performed to verify the 

design. The details of the new design and implementation methods are identified based 

on the knowledge gained in the first phase.  

The project will be carried out within 20 weeks split evenly over the two work phases. 

The literature study will result in a report and a presentation, and by the end of 20 weeks 

design, implementation, demonstration, a final presentation and a final report shall be 

done. 

The work concerning the storage system is limited to the file system. Layers closer to the 

hardware will be somewhat investigated in order to solve the original problem, but not 

involved in the new design. The file system used for implementation is JEFF. The 

implementation and tests will be performed using a Freescale board with an i.MX31 

processor running OSE. 

1.4 Report Outline 
This report is organized as follows. In chapter 2, power management and energy-aware 

quality of service are discussed, to put the work on the storage system in a wider context. 

Chapter 3 through 8 includes the studies of flash-based storage systems, and aim to 

derive methods to improve energy efficiency and storage reliability in the file system. 

Chapter 3 provides some basic knowledge about flash-based storage systems by covering 
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flash memory characteristics and the different software layers that can be used. Flash-

specific file systems and emulated block devices are introduced. Chapter 4 covers the 

basics on file systems in general. Chapter 5 handles caching and cache management, and 

gives some examples of cache replacement policies. Chapter 6 discusses storage 

reliability in file systems, with the main focus on data safety against system crash. In 

chapter 7, some flash-specific file systems are exemplified and further discussed. Chapter 

8 describes JEFF, the file system in focus of this work. 

The new design is presented in chapter 9 and the implementation including systems and 

tools used are described in chapter 10. Verification including tests and results are 

discussed in chapter 11. Finally, chapter 12 presents the conclusions including 

discussions and future work. 
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2 Energy-Aware Quality of Service 

2.1 Introduction 
Quality of service is about compromising the quality of a service delivered by a device, 

system or application in order to utilize less of a shared limited resource such as energy, 

bandwidth and CPU time. Energy-aware quality of service refers to energy as the limited 

resource that has to be controlled by trading off quality of service. 

Embedded systems in mobile devices are characterized by limited energy resources, 

increasing real-time constraints and dynamically varying workloads. In these kinds of 

systems, it is important to utilize energy as efficiently as possible, by using power 

management strategies that encompass the entire system.  

2.2 Power Management in Embedded Systems 
Power management strategies can be divided into static and dynamic methods. Static 

methods are based on predicting or simulating the behavior of a system and alter the 

design to optimize the energy consumption against performance trade-off. Dynamic 

methods are based on analyzing the system in run-time and continuously adjusting the 

performance level according to the situation. Dynamic methods are required when 

working under such constraints as described in the previous section. 

There has been much research on dynamic power saving techniques concentrating on the 

processor. It involves dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) [25] and methods for efficiently 

shutting down the processor during idle time. DVS is used to minimize idle time in order 

to reduce energy consumption, by scaling down the frequency to the slowest speed 

needed to complete all tasks. However, the energy efficient processors of today may no 

longer be the major energy consumer in embedded systems that include other high-

performance devices such as memories and displays [2]. As mentioned earlier, it is 

important to encompass the entire system when dealing with power management. 

It is also possible to achieve power saving by applying energy-awareness in applications. 

Mostly, energy optimizations in applications are applied statically, i.e. decisions are made 

before run-time; hence they are based on worst-case scenarios. Some applications, such 

as multimedia and network applications operate very differently depending on the 

situation and cannot be analyzed statically. Dynamic methods are needed to adapt these 

applications to the energy environment [1]. 

Peddersen et. al. [1] provide a methodology to design applications that alter their own 

functionality to suit the operating conditions in run-time. The applications are referred to 

as self-adapting, which means that no context switch is needed in the adaption process. 

They describe four techniques that can be applied to existing software with minor impact 

on code size and execution time, and will enable run-time self-adaption of the application. 
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The applications can run at different QoS levels by combining several of these techniques. 

They also propose two new algorithms for the application to adapt to the different levels. 

Naturally, power management in embedded systems is closely related to real-time 

management. All dynamic techniques, such as DVS and application adaption, require a 

close collaboration with the OS task scheduler. 

2.3 Examples of Quality of Service Frameworks 
Ashwini H.S. et. al. [2] propose a middleware for dynamic power management of various 

devices in mobile devices. They describe a system where power consumption of different 

devices such as memories, keyboard and display can be controlled individually in order 

to reduce the overall energy consumption. All devices can operate at different power 

levels, called operating points, which depend on the requirements from applications that 

are currently using the device. The power management system sets the system wide 

operating point, called operating state, in response to requests of applications, while 

maintaining the balance between conserving energy and guaranteeing optimal quality of 

service to the applications. 

They suppose an operating system with power management functionality available 

through API’s. The middleware provides an interface between the OS power 

management functionality and the applications. It extends the number of system power 

levels supported by the OS and computes optimized operating points based on the run-

time requirements of the applications and the available energy resources. 

Loukil et. al. [3] describes a cross-layer adaption framework for mobile multimedia 

devices that optimizes the system resources under lifetime, real-time and QoS constraints. 

The framework targets the hardware, OS and application layers and comprises a global 

manager (GM) and a local manager (LM). The LM handles OS and applications and the 

GM intervenes with all layers including the hardware, to answer greater variations of 

system constraints. 

The LM is involved in the application and OS layer to satisfy real-time constraints. It is 

implemented as a watch dog that detects when a task misses its deadline. The LM can 

intervene in the application layer by modifying parameters or choice of algorithms, and in 

the OS layer to allocate necessary CPU time for each task. If a task misses its deadline 

and it causes problems for the normal system function, the LM tries to solve it locally by 

modifying application parameters to reduce task execution time. If the LM finds new 

adequate application parameters, it sends instructions to application and OS adapters. If it 

does not manage to find new parameters, it has to request the GM to reconfigure the 

system in the hardware layer by DVS. 

2.4 Summary 
Embedded systems in mobile devices with varying workload and limited energy 

resources can gain a lot from degrading QoS in exchange for energy, using dynamic 

power management methods. DVS is used to optimize the processor operation by not 
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running it faster than what is absolutely necessary. There are also techniques for 

applications to dynamically adapt themselves to the system conditions. 

It is important to cover all aspects of a system in order to reduce energy consumption. 

There is much research on frameworks and algorithms for implementing system wide 

EQoS and power management. Some target the collaboration of DVS, application 

adaption and scheduling, while others focus on coordinating energy consumption of 

different devices or sub-systems. 
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3 Flash-Based Storage Systems 

3.1 Introduction 
Flash memories are the most frequently used memory for secondary storage of code and 

data in portable devices. Because of its high storage density and shock resistance it has 

great advantage over other non-volatile memories in such applications. 

Managing a flash memory is very different than managing a disk device, which is why 

flash-based storage systems appear a bit more complex than a storage system with a hard 

disk drive (HDD). This chapter describes the properties of a flash based storage system. 

The first section describes the hardware layer consisting of the actual flash memory. The 

next section deals with the difficulties in managing a flash memory, and the last section 

describes the software layers. The software can either consist of a flash driver and a 

regular file system, or a single flash-specific file system, both shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Examples of flash-based storage systems. 

3.2 The Flash Memory 

3.2.1 Properties 

A flash cell is a floating-gate MOS transistor, where the floating gate acts as the storing 

electrode as charge injected in it is maintained there. A neutral state represents a logic 1 

and the negatively charged state represents a logic 0 [5]. A write operation can turn 1 into 

0, but not the other way around. 

On flash memories, data is stored in fixed-size units of typically 128kB (16kB in earlier 

generations), but the size varies between different devices. Setting bits back to 1 from 0 

in a flash memory has to be done in an entire unit at a time. Each unit can be erased and 

rewritten about 10
5
 times before it wears out. A difficulty using flash is to reuse the 

memory space evenly, so that one part does not wear out much earlier than other parts, 

making the entire memory useless. This is called wear-leveling and can be partially 

solved in the process of block mapping, which is described later. 
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Read operations on a NAND flash consume about 2pJ per byte, and write operations 

consume about ten times that amount [4]. Erase operations consume double the amount 

of energy per byte compared to read operations, but is not really comparable in that way 

since an erase operation is always done in an entire unit and usually involves several 

additional operations. 

3.2.2 NOR flash and NAND flash 

There are two main types of flash memories, NOR and NAND. The difference between 

them is the way the cells are arranged, which causes different behaviours and 

characteristics of the two types. The cells in a NOR flash are connected in a nor-like 

structure, while the cells in a NAND flash are arranged in a nand-like structure, with a 

reduced memory cell area that vastly lowers the bit cost. 

In a NAND flash, the erase units described in the previous section are organized into 

pages (as shown in Figure 2), usually 64 pages per unit, which gives a normal page size 

of 2kB. The pages are accessible by sending requests through a bus to an internal 

command and address register, while NOR flash has a random access interface with 

dedicated address and data lines [5]. This reduces reading times and makes it much easier 

to boot from a NOR flash. 

However, writing and erasing times are much shorter using NAND flash, and power 

consumption is much lower because it uses Fowler-Nordheim tunneling. NOR flash is 

written using the hot electron injection mechanism which consumes more power and 

prolongs the writing time [5]. 

Each page in a NAND flash can only be written to about ten times between two erases of 

the unit in which the page is located. For that reason, when writing to a page, the data is 

loaded into an internal buffer that is written all at once when commanded. In a NOR flash, 

each bit in a unit can be written (cleared) individually in each unit erase cycle. 

 

Figure 2. NAND flash memory structure. 
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3.3 Flash Memory Management 

3.3.1 Basic Memory Access Operations 

Performing read, write and erase operations on flash is very different than on other 

programmable memories, which is why a flash-based storage system requires specific 

storage techniques. 

As mentioned earlier, when writing to flash, bits can be cleared but not set. An erase 

request of any data simply marks the data as invalid. To be able to rewrite the memory 

space with invalid data, it has to be reset (erased), which has to be done in an entire 

memory unit at the same time. This process is called garbage collection and will be 

discussed later in this chapter. 

3.3.2 Emulating a Block Device on a Flash Memory 

The common way to utilize a flash memory is to translate it into a block device that is 

written, read and erased by fixed-size data blocks, similarly to a HDD. The easiest way to 

achieve this might be to statically map blocks from the emulated block device to physical 

addresses on flash, however, this method does not consider the hardware characteristics 

and will raise two serious issues. If data in one block is changed, all of the data in the 

entire unit has to be copied on to the main memory so that the unit can be reset before the 

slightly modified data can be written back. This puts large amounts of data at 

unnecessarily high risk of being lost every time any piece of data is changed. Second, 

some units will contain data that is changed often, while some units might contain only 

static data. This causes uneven wear of the units which will shorten the lifetime of the 

flash memory. 

A more reasonable solution that does not raise these issues is to emulate a rewritable 

block device and have a translation layer dynamically map emulated data blocks to 

physical blocks on flash addresses [6]. All physical blocks are provided with a header 

containing the emulated block number, and information on the current state of the data. A 

data structure kept in main memory keeps track of the current physical block addresses of 

the emulated blocks. The structure can be recreated at reboot by scanning the flash 

memory and reading the physical block headers. 

When an emulated block is changed, the new data does not overwrite the old data in the 

physical block, but is written to another physical block. The address that the emulated 

block is mapped to is updated in the translation layer and the data at the old address is 

marked invalid. The process is illustrated in Figure 3. 

This allows changing an emulated block without erasing and rewriting an entire erase 

unit and it evens out the wear of the memory. It also makes the operation of writing a 

block atomic i.e. a block write is either fully completed or not performed at all, so that if 

power is lost the block will be restored in its earlier state. 
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Figure 3. Update of data blocks in an emulated block device.  

3.3.3 Garbage Collection and Memory Allocation 

Over time, the memory will contain large amounts of invalid data, and to reuse that 

memory space the old data has to be erased, i.e. a unit has to be reset. This can be 

performed either during idle time or if the system is critically low on free memory space. 

First, one or several units to erase are chosen. Valid data in the chosen units is copied to 

other units and the block addresses in the translation layer are updated. Finally, a unit can 

be erased and ready for write. An important issue of flash memory management is 

making the appropriate choices of which units to erase and which clean units to allocate. 

Different garbage collection algorithms and unit allocation policies have been proposed 

as the demand for flash memories increases [30],[31]. They aim to enhance wear-leveling 

and delimit the amount of erases, which would both prolong the lifetime of the flash 

memory and reduce energy consumption. 

Allocation policies and garbage collection algorithms are further discussed in the sections 

on the flash-specific file systems mentioned in chapter 7. 
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3.4 Software Layers 
This section describes the layers above the hardware in flash-based storage systems, and 

the difference between using a block device driver and a file system (to the left in Figure 

4) compared to a flash-specific file system (to the right in Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4. Examples of layers and intercommunication in flash-based storage systems. 

3.4.1 The Block Device Driver 

A block device driver allows higher-level software, such as file systems, to run on the 

flash memory without having to interact with the actual hardware. Figure 4 shows the 

difference between commands from the file system to the block device driver and 

commands from the block device driver to the flash memory. The driver contains the 

translation layer and handles the block mapping and re-mapping, allocation and garbage 

collection. It can keep an internal write buffer so that the system can continue without 

waiting for flash writes to finish. The structure of the block device driver appears much 

as a file system itself. 

The only thing visible to the above software layers is the emulated block device that can 

be treated as any rewritable block device. Conventional file systems can not be initialized 

directly on flash memories since they assume rewritable storage media. Using a block 

device driver allows file systems designed for rewritable media such as HDDs to be 

implemented in flash-based storage systems. 

3.4.2 The File System 

The file system is the only layer of the storage system that is visible to the rest of the 

system. The fundamental function on the file system is to put away named data (files) for 

storage and later retrieve the data given its name. 

Using a block device driver is currently the only option in portable storage devices, as the 

file system has to be recognized by all standard operating systems. Currently only one 
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such file system format exists - FAT
9
 [7]. Other portable devices containing flash-based 

storage systems but running their own operating system can implement any file system as 

long as its own operating system is familiar with it. 

For most flash-based storage systems located in portable electronic devices, it is essential 

that the file system can guarantee data and storage safety, as those kinds of devices might 

have unexpected system shutdowns caused by e.g. power loss. However, this is a less 

important issue in portable storage devices that are only used when connected to stable 

power sources. 

3.4.3 Flash-Specific File Systems 

Another approach is to merge the block device driver and the file system into a single file 

system that handles the management and characteristics of the flash memory itself. A 

flash-specific file system operates directly on the flash memory, as opposed to a file 

system described in the previous section; compare the right and left constellation in 

Figure 4. Some argue that this is a better solution since conventional file systems are 

designed for the characteristics of HDDs and does not show optimal performance when 

run on an emulated block device [15],[18]. It might be profitable if the file system can 

manage the block mapping directly on the memory according to its own structures 

instead of having another system re-mapping the data in new structures. 

The strongest motivation for using a file system on top of a block device driver is the 

higher-level compatibility with different operating systems. It also doesn’t affect file 

system development and testing costs. But, as previously mentioned, the only file system 

format supported by all major operating systems is FAT, which does not provide any 

storage safety guarantees. 

Several new file systems have already taken the step from updating data in-place to 

writing it to a new location [14], and do thereby have the basic design criteria down for 

implementation on flash memory. When the flash memory device is not portable between 

different operating systems and storage safety is of higher priority, a flash-specific file 

system could be a reasonable solution. 

Most flash-specific file systems are open source developments, criticizing the limitations 

on use of the most common translation layers that are restricted by patents [15]. 

3.5 Summary 
The use of flash memories in portable devices is increasing, and since such devices have 

limited energy resources, energy consumption is an important issue in the development of 

flash memories and flash memory management. There are two types of flash memories; 

NOR and NAND. In the interest of minimizing energy consumption, NAND is a better 

option than NOR. Updates in flash memories are easily made atomic since it does not 

support overwrites. In a NAND flash, page updates are always made atomic. 

                                                
9 FAT – File Allocation Table (a file system architecture developed by Bill Gates and Marc McDonald) 
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Write operations on flash are highly energy consuming. Garbage collection is a procedure 

that increases the energy consumption of flash memories compared to many other storage 

media. Many optimizations in flash management algorithms can be done to reduce 

energy consumption, all of which aim to reduce read operations and thereby reduce write 

operations. Efficient allocation policies and garbage collection algorithms can prolong 

memory lifetime, reduce the number of write and erase operations and reduce overhead. 

Managing a flash memory is vastly different from other non-volatile media such as 

HDDs. Most flash-based storage system uses a block device driver to emulate a block 

device for a regular file system to manage. Efficient software, such as a flash-specific file 

system, can minimize CPU utilization, which consequently improves overall system 

performance and reduces energy consumption. 
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4 File System Fundamentals 

4.1 Introduction 
File systems help operating systems utilize a storage media. Most file systems view the 

storage media as an array of fixed-size memory blocks. This chapter describes the general 

elements and structures of file systems, to get the terminology. 

The basic characteristics of a file system are constituted of providing the basic operations 

of creating, reading, (re-)writing and deleting files and directories. These operations 

might be carried out differently by various file systems. As described in the previous 

section, conventional file systems assume that blocks can be updated in-place, while 

flash-specific file systems are aware that blocks cannot be rewritten until reclaimed 

(through garbage collection). Not said that all file systems that assume rewritable media 

actually modifies data in-place. It might cause long seeking times, not to mention the risk 

of corrupted data in case of a system crash during an update. 

4.2 Files 
The existence of a file depends on the existence of its associated inode

10
. The inode is 

where the file metadata is kept, such as its name and creation time, but most importantly, 

references to or indications on where to find the file data. Most file systems handle the 

file data simply as a stream of bytes. Usually, the inode holds information about where 

the file starts, which blocks the file data is located in and in what order these blocks hold 

the data stream. The inode can also contain addresses of the blocks or addresses of 

indirect blocks, which in turn contains pointers to the actual data blocks. [7] 

All inodes have a unique inode number through which the file can be found. When a file 

is created, only the file inode and a directory entry are created. Storage space for file data 

is allocated when data is written to the file, not reserved when the file is created. 

4.3 Directories 
File systems provide directories for organization of files. Directories contain directory 

entries that consist of names and inode numbers of files or other directories. This gives a 

hierarchical structure to the file system, where the first level directory is conventionally 

called the root directory and is always created when a file system is initialized. 

Directory entries are often stored as unsorted linear lists but what might be more 

appropriate, especially if a directory contains a large amount of files, is to sort them in a 

data structure. The most commonly used structures for directory entries are B-trees keyed 

on file names. [7] 

                                                
10 “Inode” is a well-adopted term that originated in Unix but is also known as a file control block (FCB) or 

a file record [4] 
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4.4 Links 
There are different types of links, i.e. references from one point in the file system to other 

files within the file system. Not all file systems support links, and some may only support 

selected types of links. 

A symbolic link is a named entity in a directory that, instead of containing a file inode, 

contains the name of another file that should be opened when requested. If the file 

referred to is deleted, the symbolic link will not refer to anything. 

Dynamic links are like symbolic links but the name referred to can be interpreted in 

several ways. Hence a dynamic link will point to different files depending on who is 

requesting it. 

A hard link is a named entity that contains an inode number of another file instead of its 

own inode. A hard link can never be destroyed. The inode number of a file will remain 

the same despite any changes made to the file or is metadata. Even if the file is deleted, 

the inode will be kept until it has no hard links referring to it. 

4.5 Attributes and Indexing 
Attributes are additional information associated with a file that is more specific to the file 

than the metadata that the file system keeps on all files. An attribute has a name and a 

value and could for instance be the camera model used to take a photo or the length of a 

sound clip. Some file systems reserve some fixed-size space for attributes while others 

can store attributes anywhere and thereby allow an unlimited number of attributes. 

File systems can also index attributes given to files so that files can be accessed on 

common attributes or sorted by attributes. 

4.6 File System Data Structures 
There are several essential data structures that describe the state of the file system. The 

main file system data structure is the superblock. A superblock is a block that contains all 

information of the file system itself, e.g. the size of the volume, the address of the root 

directory and sizes and locations of other file system data structures. When a file system 

is initialized, i.e. created, the superblock is written to the storage media. The two second 

most important structures are the one holding the inodes and the one that keeps track of 

which blocks are free and which blocks are allocated. Many file systems use a block 

allocation bitmap for the latter one. 

4.7 Mounting and Unmounting 
An initialized file system has to be mounted before the system can access the volume. 

The first step of mounting a file system is reading the superblock. The file system state is 

unknown and the superblock often contains some indication on whether the system was 

properly shut down or if damage might have been caused to the volume [7]. 
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Once the volume is validated the file system uses the data structures on the volume to 

construct main memory data structures, such as an internal version of the superblock. The 

data structures that a file system maintains in main memory allow the rest of the 

operating system to easily access to the volume. 

At system shutdown, the file system has to be unmounted. When unmounting a file 

system, all of the data related to the file system that is kept in main memory is flushed out 

to the volume and a mark is set in the superblock indicating a normal shutdown. The 

system is strictly denied access to the volume after marking the superblock. The mark is 

an assurance to the file system that no system operations have altered or caused damage 

to the volume since it was unmounted. 

4.8 Summary 
File systems help operating systems keep track of data stored on volumes, and provide 

basic functions such as reading and writing files and browsing directories. Most file 

systems keep inner data structures that can usually be found through a superblock. These 

structures contain information essential for knowing the structure of the entire file system. 
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5 Caching in File Systems 

5.1 Introduction 
To make a slow device appear to provide fast access, a cache can be implemented by the 

file system. By buffering frequently used data on a faster device, usually in main memory, 

the number of actual accesses to the slower device is reduced. 

The two following sections briefly describe cache management and discuss effectiveness 

of a cache. Cache management is basically a matter of which blocks to keep in the cache 

and which blocks to replace. The most common replacement policy is LRU, which is 

described in section 5.4, among some other replacement policies more exclusively 

designed to consider the flash memory characteristics. 

5.2 Cache Management 
When an operation to some piece of data is requested, the file system first checks if the 

block is currently in the cache. If it is not in the cache and a read operation was requested, 

the block is loaded into the cache from secondary storage. If a write was requested, the 

updated block is simply written to the cache. 

If the cache is full, a block to replace has to be chosen. If the chosen block has been 

modified since it was cached it is written back to secondary storage, and then evicted 

from the cache. One way to organize a cache is to have a hash table represent the entire 

memory, which allows fast lookups and easy determination of whether a block is cached. 

The blocks in the cache can also be simultaneously sorted in other arrangements to speed 

up specific searches e.g. according to a replacement policy [7]. Figure 5 illustrates a 

cache where the memory is represented in a hash table and the cached blocks are sorted 

according to LRU, see section 5.4.1 below. 

 

Figure 5. Example of a cache structure. 
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5.3 The Benefits of Caching 
The effectiveness of a cache is a measure of how often requested data can be found in the 

cache. Caches are mostly found to be effective because access patterns tend to be more 

regular than not [7]. Naturally, the larger the cache is, the more effective is it. But since 

the cache is usually kept in main memory, the memory space is shared with running user 

applications. If the cache is too large, the over-all system performance will be reduced. 

The best solution is to have a dynamically sized cache that adjusts to the memory 

available. 

When using flash as secondary storage, it is not only profitable to keep a cache in main 

memory in order to speed up access, but also to reduce energy consumption by 

decreasing the amount of writes, and consequentially erases, on flash. Time and energy 

consumption per byte for accessing SRAM are much less than for writing and erasing 

flash. Reading causes almost the same energy consumption but is much faster from 

SRAM. [8] 

5.4 Cache Replacement Policies 

5.4.1 LRU - Least Recently Used 

The LRU policy is based on the simple assumption that the data that is most recently 

accessed is the most likely to be accessed again in the near future [11]. The blocks in the 

cache are linked in a list sorted from the most recently used to the least recently used. 

When a block has to be replaced, the last block in the least recently used end of the list is 

evicted. 

5.4.2 CFLRU – Clean First Least Recently Used 

Chanik Park et al. [9] suggest a more energy efficient buffer replacement policy 

considering flash memory as secondary storage. Since writing to flash consumes more 

energy than reading, it is less costly to keep modified pages in the cache and evict those 

that have not been modified first. Therefore, the CFLRU policy first evicts the least 

recently used blocks that have not been modified, and then the least recently used 

modified blocks. 

5.4.3 Selective Cache 

The CFLRU policy might result in a cache mainly consisting of modified blocks and just 

a few slots of blocks that only appear for a short time after a read request before they are 

evicted for another read request. With this in mind, it is reasonable to consider a cache 

where only blocks requested for write operations are swapped in. Read operations does 

not affect energy consumption whether it is done from flash or SRAM and can therefore 

be done from flash, while unnecessary writes to flash are unaffordable. Blocks that are to 

be modified are worth caching in case they are modified again soon. A similar technique 

has actually been presented by Hyungkeun Song et al. [10] in the interest of reducing 

energy consumption in flash-based storage systems. Their selective cache filter rejects 
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data that has sequential access on the flash memory and directs that data straight to user 

space when it is requested. 

5.4.4 FAB – Flash-Aware Buffer Management 

Heeseung Jo et al. [11] propose a cache management policy with the purpose of 

minimizing the amount of writes to flash, reducing the number of valid page copying 

when merging erase units and finally minimizing the search time in the buffer. 

The policy is based on flushing all blocks belonging to the same erase unit at the same 

time. The cached blocks are sorted by units, and the units that are currently represented in 

the cache are sorted in an LRU list, as shown in Figure 6. When a block needs to be 

evicted, FAB searches the list linearly starting from the most recently used end. It 

chooses the last unit with the most blocks in the cache and evicts all blocks belonging to 

that unit.  

 

Figure 6. FAB cache structure. 

5.5 Summary 
A file system can keep a cache in main memory to provide faster access to the data stored 

on the volume. A file system in a flash-based storage system can save energy by utilizing 

a cache. Operations in a cache kept in main memory are less power consuming than 

accessing the flash. By optimizing the cache, energy consuming operations to flash are 

minimized. 

For a file system to implement a flash-aware cache replacement policy such as FAB, it 

requires knowledge of the data organization on the flash memory, which is not visible in 

an emulated block device. 
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6 Storage Reliability in File Systems 

6.1 Introduction 
Conventional file systems are designed for HDDs and address data safety issues in the 

aspect of hardware failure, considering magnetic disks are not the most reliable storage 

media. Such file system reliability is not that relevant here as this work revolves around a 

flash-based storage system, but will be brought up briefly in the next section of this 

chapter. 

The conventional file systems originated in desktop environments with controlled 

startups and shutdowns, and are therefore not often reliable in the event of unexpected 

power loss; hence they are not suited for embedded environments.  

The following sections continue the discussion on dealing with file system reliability and 

data integrity through system crashes, starting with transactions, which is an important 

topic in the interest of improving file system reliability. The fourth section describes the 

principle of journaling. Journaling was adopted into the embedded world from the 

database community, to address the problems of unexpected system shutdowns and 

power losses in embedded devices. The fifth section describes log-structured file systems, 

which is an example of the previously mentioned file systems that does not modify data 

in-place, regardless of storage media type. They have, however, because of that been 

considered suitable for flash memories, and their basic principle is now adopted by many 

flash-specific file systems, discussed in the next chapter. 

6.2 Data Safety on HDDs 
HDDs suffer a wide range of different hardware errors, latent sector faults, block 

corruption and transient faults to name a few [12], which put the data at risk of being 

corrupted. Solving this on hardware level is common, using different RAID
11

 

architectures where data is stored on multiple disks according to schemes, mirrored or 

with multiple redundancy, to ensure its integrity. However, there are also file systems that 

consider these issues and provide features to increase the storage reliability. 

Many file systems are designed under the assumption that storage media errors are rare 

[13]. A single corrupted metadata block means unmounting, checking and repairing the 

entire file system, using a program that traverses all file system metadata looking for 

inconsistencies. Disk capacities are growing while seek times and bit error rates remains 

the same, which means time to check and repair a file system is increasing. 

Val Henson et al. [13] proposes Chunkfs, a file system that puts equal importance in 

reliability and performance of file system repair, as opposed to file systems that are 

designed only to improve file system performance in normal use. Chunkfs divides the 

storage media into fault-isolated domains called chunks that are a few gigabytes large and 

                                                
11 RAID – Redundant Array of Independent Disks/Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks 
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can be individually checked and repaired. This opens up the possibility to make on-line 

check and repair and defragmentation of idle chunks. Each chunk has its own superblock 

but all chunks together appear to the user as a single file system. The two main issues in 

this approach are how to store files larger than a chunk, and how to handle hard links 

between chunks. Chunkfs simply assumes cross-chunk references are rare and uses 

explicit forward and back pointers where it is absolutely necessary. 

Haryadi S. Gunawi et al. [12] have developed I/O Shepherding that also aims to protect 

data integrity from storage media errors that HDDs might suffer. It is a framework that 

allows easy implementation of reliability features in a file system, providing methods 

such as parity, mirroring, checksum, sanity check and data structure repair. 

6.3 Transactions – Atomic Data Updates 
The only updates that can be guaranteed to be atomic by the storage media are updates of 

a single block; however, updates of data structures usually require updates of several 

different blocks. A system crash between two block updates related to the same data 

structure leaves the data structure partially updated, which is equal to corrupted. 

A transaction is the complete set of modifications that has to be made on disk to complete 

one file system event, and it is up to the file system to guarantee that transactions are 

atomic. By maintaining atomic transactions, the state of the file system is always known, 

which is crucial to keep the file system consistent and data structures intact even if a 

system crash occurs. 

One way to achieve atomic transactions is having the file system handle a transaction the 

same way a flash block device driver handles writes to flash, described in section 3.3.2. 

Since conventional file systems are designed for disks, this is not considered a good 

option since a small update of some data in a file would mean rewriting an entire block 

which is unnecessarily costly.  

6.4 Journaling 
Journaling is a technique used by file systems to ensure transaction-level consistency of 

file system data structures [7]. By implementing journaling, the file system can make 

updates to entire data structures atomic, even if the data structures cover multiple blocks. 

File system transactions are written to a journal that is kept in a dedicated area of the 

volume. The journal does not contain modifications made to file data, but only 

modifications made to metadata and file system structures. A transaction written to the 

journal is called a journal entry. 

A journal entry contains all contents of a transaction, usually in the form of the addresses 

of the blocks to be modified in the transaction, and the new data that goes in each of 

those blocks. Some file systems log the old data as well as the new data in the journal. A 

journal entry could also be a detailed higher-level description of the transaction. Once a 

transaction is fully completed, the journal entry is balanced with a mark indicating that 

the transaction was completed. 
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The following describes how a transaction may be carried out in a journaling file system 

that implements a metadata cache [7]. This procedure is also illustrated in Figure 8, in 

section 8.3 about journaling in JEFF. 

1. The blocks that are to be modified are cached in main memory and locked in the 

cache. 

2. All modifications are made to the cached blocks. After this step, the transaction is 

said to be finished (not to be confused with completed). 

3. The transaction is written to the journal and the modified blocks are unlocked 

from cache and ready to be flushed out to the storage media. 

4. The cached blocks are flushed and the transaction is recorded as complete in the 

journal. 

The second and third step, as well as the third and the fourth step, are not necessarily 

carried out immediately one after the other. Transactions can be buffered after the second 

step and new transactions can start before a journal entry is made. The modified blocks 

can stay cached for any amount of time after the third step; the occurrence of the fourth 

step depends on the cache replacement policy. 

If the system crashes before the third step (before the journal entry is made), it is as if the 

transaction never was. If a system crash occurs while writing to the journal, it will be 

considered an invalid journal entry and the transaction will be discarded at reboot. If the 

system crashes after the journal entry is completed but before the modified blocks are 

flushed (between the third and the fourth step), the file system will read the journal entry 

and be able to complete the transaction at reboot. 

Another feature brought by journaling is the fast file system recovery after a crash. The 

file system simply has to recap the end of the journal and replay the incomplete journal 

entries. Although replaying journal entries might be different depending on how they are 

made, recovery through a journal is much faster than having to scan the entire storage 

media in search for corrupted data. In most cases it just involves copying data blocks 

from the journal to its address. 

However, journaling does not give any guarantees on the system being up-to-date after 

recovery. Naturally, this depends on how many transactions are buffered before writing 

to the log. If only one transaction is buffered at a time, only the most recent transaction 

could be undone in the event of a crash. But writing to the journal for each transaction 

exclusively increases the number of volume accesses and could slow the file system 

down considerably. 

6.5 Log-Structured File Systems 
The log-structured file system (LFS) was originally created for HDDs to decrease seeking 

times and achieve asynchronous, sequential writes. The advantages of log-structured file 

systems specific to HDDs will not be further discussed here but are well covered by 

Mendel Rosenblum et al. [14]. Later, LFSs have shown to be even more suitable for flash 

memories, mainly because of the memory clean-out policy of LFSs (described below), 

that results in even use and reuse of memory space. The basic principle of the file system 
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is that all file system changes are written sequentially in the memory, i.e. in a log-

structure. All write operations are cached and performed in fixed-size blocks. 

An LFS require large extents of free space. When the system is low on free space, 

memory is cleaned out block by block from the beginning of the log. Valid data in the 

oldest block is copied to the end of the log and the block is liberated and can be rewritten. 

This way, the log can keep circling the memory, jumping back to the beginning when the 

end of the memory is reached. Some LFSs built for HDDs collect long-lived data in 

blocks that are skipped during clean-up, to avoid too much of unnecessary copying. 

Which blocks are beneficial to clean out is decided by a block usage table that records the 

number of valid bytes in each block. However, when designing an LFS for a flash-based 

system, these features might preferably be left out considering wear-leveling. 

Not unlike most other file systems, each file has an inode containing all its metadata and 

the locations of the blocks containing the file. In an LFS, the inodes are written to the log 

and a data structure called an inode-map keeps track of the current locations of all inodes, 

given the file identifying number. The inode-map is also kept in the log, but is also 

cached in main memory for fast access. 

Checkpoints are the states of the file system where the log and all file system structures 

are consistent. They can be written at periodic intervals or after gathering a given amount 

of new data, and always when unmounting the system. All modified information of the 

file system including the inode-map is written to the log, and then the checkpoint region 

is written. The checkpoint contains addresses to the inode map, and other useful 

information like current time and pointer to the last segment written. At reboot, the 

checkpoint is read and the inode-map is initialized in main memory. In the LFS described 

by Mendel Rosenblum et al. [14], the checkpoints are written to checkpoint regions at 

fixed positions in memory. Alternating between two checkpoint regions make at least one 

intact at all times, which is desirable in the event of a system crash during checkpoint 

operation. 

As journaling file systems, which are of a quite similar nature, LFSs are considered 

reliable. A log-structured file system is fast and easy to recover after a system crash, 

since the last operations are always found at the end of the log. At reboot, the last inode-

map is loaded and the information in the log since the last checkpoint is read and used to 

successively update the inode-map 

6.6 Summary 
For a file system to be reliable, it has to assure that the data structures describing it are 

kept consistent. Storage reliability features provided by file systems can be identified as 

precautions against disk errors and system crash, both by which data is at risk of being 

corrupted. 

To protect data consistency against a crash, updates to the data need to be transactional. 

One simple way of achieving it is to never overwrite valid data, but this usually requires 

more space and more writes than actually needed. However, on a flash memory, data 

cannot be overwritten, which proves a benefit of flash-specific file systems (further 

discussed in the next chapter). 
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Journaling and log-structure are two quite similar basic ideas yet very different ways to 

maintain knowledge of the file system state and thereby achieving crash safety. The idea 

is to write updates to a log so that the most recently performed operation is always easy 

to track. The difference is that a journaling file system can still have the structure of a 

regular file system, while in a log-structured file system, all data is structured 

chronologically in a log. Log-structured file systems are well-suited for flash because of 

the allocation policy that guarantees even wear. It can be implemented as a file system 

that operates directly on flash since old data is never overwritten. 

To relate to the previous chapter, the possibilities to utilize a cache differ between a 

journaling and a log-structured file system. When employing journaling, data that have 

been modified can be kept in the cache for any amount of time and still be restored after a 

crash, as long as the journal entry is written to the storage media. In a log-structured file 

system, the data itself forms the journal, and all modifications that are kept in a cache will 

be undone in the event of a crash. It is also more difficult to implement different 

replacement policies. Hence, journaling leaves more opportunities to improve energy-

awareness. 
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7 Flash-Specific File Systems 

7.1 Introduction 
Since a flash memory can not be updated in-place, flash-specific file systems perform all 

transactions atomically and are therefore reliable by nature. The motivation for flash-

specific file systems has been discussed in section 3.4.3. This chapter presents some 

examples of flash-specific file system developments and improvements. 

7.2 JFFS (Journaling Flash File System) 
JFFS is a flash-specific file system for Linux, described by David Woodhouse [15]. It is a 

log-structured file system in the same way as described earlier; all file system data is 

stored sequentially in a log that progresses linearly through the memory. Data and 

metadata are stored in nodes. The first version of JFFS has only one type of fixed-size 

node. Each such node is associated with a single inode and contains the inode number, 

the metadata for that inode and a variable amount of file data. At start-up, the entire 

memory is scanned and the information in all the nodes is used to recreate the file system 

data structures in main memory. 

Garbage collection starts when the amount of free units drops below a pre-determined 

threshold of currently five units. It starts at the beginning of the log as described earlier; 

copying valid data from the first unit to the end of the log and erasing the unit. This is 

done unit by unit linearly through the memory without exceptions. 

7.2.1 JFFS2 

In JFFS2, the reimplementation of JFFS, there are three types of nodes of varying sizes. 

One similar to the single node in JFFS, one to represent directory entries and one that is 

only used to mark successfully erased units. In JFFS, a unit was considered free if all bits 

were set, however, this turned out to be an unreliable method [15]. 

The garbage collection in JFFS2 is slightly optimized since JFFS. JFFS2 keeps lists of 

which units are clean and which units are dirty. Clean units contain all valid data while 

dirty units contain at least one obsolete node. Normally when performing garbage 

collection, only units from the dirty list are erased and clean units are skipped. But to 

enhance wear leveling, every 100th erase is done on a unit from the clean list. Both the 

dirty list and the clean list are kept on a strict first in, first out basis without any 

consideration to the conditions of different units. 

7.2.2 Energy Consumption of JFFS2 Compared to a Regular File System 

Siddharth Choudhuri et al. [16] have analyzed energy consumption due to file system 

activity, in the processor and the flash memory respectively. The analysis has been 

carried out for a set of system calls, using two different file system setups in the same 
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system. One uses JFFS2 running directly on flash, and the other one uses Ext3, which 

runs on top of a block device driver on the flash memory. A comparison between the two 

setups reveals that JFFS2 causes much less energy consumption of the flash memory, 

especially for smaller files. This is due to the fact that in Ext3, read and write requests 

can only be done in multiples of the block size that the block device driver uses. 

The processor energy caused by JFFS2 is somewhat higher than that of Ext3, because 

JFFS2 compresses and decompresses data on the fly when performing read and write 

operations. 

JFFS2 in some cases lacks in performance because of its compression algorithms. In the 

worst case performance, processor cycles are lost on failed compressions because of too 

randomly stored data, which should not occur in normal file system activity. However, on 

the subject of data compression in JFFS2, Hyungkeun Song et al. [10] have proposed a 

selective data compression algorithm to reduce energy consumption of JFFS2. They 

could show a significant improvement in energy consumption of writes to flash using the 

compression filter. 

7.3 YAFFS (Yet Another Flash File System) 
YAFFS was developed after JFFS as the NAND-specific file system [26]. In YAFFS, file 

data is stored in chunks that are the same size as the NAND flash page. The page header 

contains the file ID (equivalent to the inode number) and the chunk number, which is the 

file position address divided by the page size. When a file is changed, its corresponding 

chunks are written to new pages but given the same page header, and the old page is 

discarded. At system boot, all the page headers are read to recreate the file system 

structures. 

Pages and units are allocated sequentially. Garbage collection starts when there are less 

than three clean units left. The unit containing the largest amount of invalid data will 

always be selected first for garbage collection. 

7.4 Improvements of Flash-Specific File Systems 
JFFS (followed by JFFS2) and YAFFS are good examples of how flash-specific file 

systems are designed. The development of flash-specific file systems with even better 

performance is a hot topic and many new file systems have been proposed after JFFS and 

YAFFS. Most of them are based on these two and they are almost exclusively used as 

references in evaluation of new flash-specific file systems.  

7.4.1 Adaption to the Flash Memory Characteristics 

A common opinion is that the least developed part of JFFS and YAFFS are the policies 

for allocation and garbage collection. 

C.T. Chen et al. [4] proposes a new version of JFFS2, called NNFS (New NandFlash File 

System) that considers the hardware and improves wear-leveling further. The aim is to 

reduce energy consumption by decreasing the number of erasures. It has the same 

structure as JFFS2 but with different algorithms for allocation and garbage collection. It 
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keeps records of how many times a unit has been erased and labels all data hot or cold. 

For hot data, the unit with the smallest erase count is allocated, and for cold data, the unit 

with the highest erase count is allocated. They claim to reduce the average energy 

consumption with 49% using NNFS instead of JFFS2. 

C.T Chen et al. also suggest a similar file system called NFFSNand [17] that aims to 

prolong the lifetime of a flash memory by optimizing memory utilization, which basically 

involve the same modifications of JFFS2. 

7.4.2 Enhanced File System Performance 

Seung-Ho Lim et al. [18] also criticizes JFFS for not fully considering the characteristics 

of flash for the design, however admits that both JFFS and YAFFS are efficient file 

systems and yield better performance on a flash memory than older file systems designed 

for disk-based storage. In contrast to C.T. Chen et al. [4], [17], they suggest that a more 

important issue of JFFS and YAFFS is that while they are designed for flash memory 

characteristics, they are not valuing the performance of the file system enough. Seung-Ho 

Lim et al. have developed CFFS (Core Flash File System), which has the same basic 

structure as YFFS, but makes more difference of data and metadata and consider file 

usage patterns. 

7.4.3 Faster Initialization and Recovery 

Some suggest that mount times for file systems such as JFFS and YAFFS, where the 

entire memory has to be scanned to rebuild file system structures, are becoming 

intolerably high as flash memories are growing in size. Keun Soo Yim et al. [19] have 

observed mount times of up to 25 seconds, even on flash memories smaller than 1GB 

which is way below standard sizes of today, and therefore propose a technique for instant 

mounting. It is based on storing a snapshot of the file system at unmount, that can be used 

to quickly rebuild main memory structures at remount. However, this requires controlled 

system shut-downs and there are no policies for fast crash recovery out of the ordinary 

included in this proposal. 

Chin-Hsien Wu et al. [20] therefore suggested another technique for log-structured file 

systems to provide additional log records that can be used for fast mounting as well as 

recovery of the file system. The idea is similar to journaling but the log-keeping has 

lower priority and is done in a less strict manner, after a transaction is completed. 

7.5 Summary 
Flash-specific file systems are reliable by nature since old data is never discarded until 

the new data is fully written. When using a block device driver, old data is discarded 

continuously after each block is written, but a flash-aware file system knows when a 

transaction is fully performed and can wait until then to discard the old data.  

There are many suggestions on how to enhance the performance of a flash-specific file 

system such as JFFS2, especially with focus on optimizing the hardware management. 

However, if the file system functionality becomes more about managing the flash 
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memory than performing actual file system operation, it might be preferable to separate 

these tasks and use a hardware manager below the file system. 

Flash-specific file systems are not directly applicable in this work, but can give ideas on 

how to develop the interface between the block device driver and the file system in order 

to reduce energy consumption. Merging the block device driver and the file system or at 

least extending a close cooperation has shown to have a positive impact on energy 

efficiency.  
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8 JEFF (Journaling Extensible File System Format) 

8.1 Introduction 
JEFF is a file system format for OSE, designed to run on a block device such as an HDD 

or an emulated block device. Compared to other file systems, JEFF performs well on a 

relatively small main memory space [21]. It is a journaling file system; all file system 

operations are done with transaction-level consistency of file system data structures. This 

is achieved by logging all metadata transactions so that the state of the file system is 

always known. Though JEFF is crash safe and even support transactional file updates, it 

does not have any reliability features against data corruption due to media errors. 

The first section of this chapter describes the basic elements and structures of JEFF. The 

following sections describe the crash safe aspects of JEFF, involving features that have 

also been investigated earlier in this report. 

8.2 Elements and Data Structures 
Files are represented by an inode and a number of file data extent descriptor items. File 

data is stored as consecutive sections in extents, which are consecutive ranges of disk 

blocks. A file data extent descriptor item contains the physical location and size of an 

extent. As opposed to most file systems, no information about locations of file data is 

stored in the inode. 

Directories are represented by an inode and a number of directory entry fragment items. 

The directory entry fragment items contain a file name and its associated inode number. 

Directory entries are indexed based on a key composed of a hash code of the name. 

Entries with the same hash code are sorted linearly with different generation counts. 

Inodes, file data extent descriptor items and directory entry fragment items are arranged 

in a B-tree structure called the Inode Data Tree. Consequently, the Inode Data Tree is a 

metadata description of everything that is currently stored on the volume. The B-tree 

structure allows fast access to any item based on its index key. 

Instead of using a block allocation bitmap, JEFF keeps track of free space as extent 

descriptions kept in a B-tree structure called the Free Space Tree. It allows faster searches 

and easier allocation of large extents. JEFF also keeps a separate node of the same format 

as a Free Space Tree leaf node, called the Pre-Allocation List, containing a list of free 

extents used when allocating space for B-tree operations. 

The journal circles around an extent, periodically overwriting old entries. The journal 

consists of log entries that describe transactions, as described in section 6.3. There are 

two types of log entries in JEFF, physiological log entries and contracts. Physiological 

log entries describe detail changes to individual metadata tree nodes in a compact and 

efficient way. They contain information about the old data as well as the new data. A 

contract is a commitment by a resource manager to fulfill an obligation at a later time, 
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and is used only for some specific applications inside JEFF. Contracts must remain in the 

journal until they are fulfilled. 

Information and locations of the Inode Data Tree, the Free Space Tree, the Pre-Allocation 

List and the journal, among information about the volume, can be found in the superblock. 

A map of the entire structure is shown in Figure 7. [22] 

 

Figure 7. The memory structure of JEFF. 

8.3 Journaling 
The journal circles an extent of the storage media and contains all metadata changes that 

are made in the file system. The procedure of journaling in JEFF works much in the same 

way as described in section 6.4. Before metadata block changes are made persistent in the 

file system, the latest log entry concerning changes of the block must be persistent in the 

journal. This is shown in Figure 8 that illustrates the principle of journaling in JEFF. 

The block containing the head of the log is kept in main memory until it is full, unless it 

for some reason needs to be flushed earlier, which is called forcing the log. When the 

block is full, or when the log is forced, the entire block in main memory is written to the 

storage media, and the head of the log starts writing a new block in main memory. 

Forcing the log before the block is full degrades system performance but is done in three 

cases; at idle time, after file data extent allocation and at cache block eviction, which will 

be explained next. 
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Figure 8. The procedure of carrying out a transaction involving blocks A and B. 

8.3.1 The Metadata Cache 

JEFF keeps a metadata block cache for B-tree block and superblock operations. When 

blocks that are not currently cached are requested but the cache is full, blocks are evicted 

from the cache according to the least recently used policy [23]. If the chosen block has 

been modified in the cache, it has to be rewritten to the storage media. Prior to that, the 

latest log entry concerning modification of the block has to be persistent in the journal, 

which can be forced when the block is chosen for eviction. 

When the log is forced at idle time, the metadata blocks that are unlocked are flushed 

immediately, to minimize the number of lost metadata operations in case of a system 

crash. 

8.4 Transactional File Updates 
Besides assuring consistency of file system data structures, JEFF also supports 

transactional updates to the file data. The choice to make a transactional file update is 

done when the file is opened. Changes made to the file are not persistent until the file is 

closed. This is achieved by using two features separate from the regular journaling 

facility; file checkpoint contracts and colored extents. 

When a transactional file update begins, a file checkpoint contract is entered into the 

journal. It contains the original size of the file and informs that a transactional update is 

in progress. While data is written, the file data extent descriptors of the new data are 

marked in a “flux color” and the old extent descriptors are marked in a “persistent color”. 

When the update is finished, a new file checkpoint contract is entered, instructing to 

convert flux colored extents to persistent colored extents. When this last contract is 

fulfilled, the transactional file update is completed. [23] 
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8.5 Summary 
JEFF does not provide any features to assure data safety against disk errors, but it is 

completely crash safe, supporting both journaling and transactional file updates. 

All data and metadata of files and directories can be found through the Inode Data Tree, 

and all the free space on the volume is recorded in the Free Space Tree. As long as these 

structures are kept consistent, the state of the entire file system is known, which is why 

all updates to them are made using the journal. File data updates are performed in a 

conventional manner, in-place, unless the file is opened in transactional mode. In that 

case, the consistency of the file data can also be guaranteed. 

JEFF keeps a cache only for B-tree block and superblock operations. Blocks are evicted 

according to LRU and if the journal entry concerning a block chosen for eviction is still 

in main memory, the log is forced, effectively releasing all blocks from the cache. 
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9 The New Cache Design in JEFF 

9.1  Specification 
A cache for file data will be implemented in JEFF to improve its energy usage. The 

metadata cache that already exists in JEFF will be modified to cache file data as well. 

The ability to cache file data benefits the system regardless of the storage media and there 

has been an intention to implement it since the development of JEFF. It also provides a 

way to gracefully degrade the storage system performance in exchange for energy. Main 

memory allocation and file system update frequency can be traded off for lower energy 

consumption. 

The cache consists of the same classes as before, plus one additional class. Some of the 

existing classes will be modified. The first part of this chapter describes the entire design 

of the new cache; difference is not made between new, modified and already existing 

parts, to avoid confusion. The exact changes that have been made to achieve the new 

design are more thoroughly described in the next chapter. 

The way file data is accessed also needs to be modified in order to make use of the new 

features of the cache. In the latter part of this chapter, the class Accessor is described. 

The Accessor handles all file system operations related to accessing file data, and is the 

only class that will be utilizing the file data portion of the cache. Once again, the exact 

changes that have been made are described in the next chapter. 

Figure 9 shows the basic structure of the cache, and gives a first hint on how each of the 

involved classes is related to the other. The classes are then shown individually in Figure 

10 through Figure 15. Note that all functions are written without input parameters. A full 

summary of the classes and functions including brief descriptions and return values is 

listed in Appendix 1 and Appendix 2. 

 

Figure 9. Class diagram including the classes closest related to the cache. 
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9.2  The Cache 

9.2.1  CacheManager 

The class CacheManager implements the interface ICacheManager and is the 

fundamental part of the cache structure. The class with its member variables and 

functions is shown in Figure 10. The CacheManager exists as a private instance in the 

volume object JeffVolume, which also has a public ICacheManager reference to the 

actual CacheManager. It is initialized in the JeffVolume constructor, given the cache size 

in blocks, the block size in bytes, and a reference to the block partition on which the 

volume is mounted. 

The CacheManager constructor initializes a BufferManager, and uses the buffers to 

initialize all the PrivateCacheBlock objects in the dedicated memory space and insert 

them into the free list. 

The CacheManager keeps the PrivateCacheBlocks in four different structures; a hash list 

keyed on block ID and three linked lists, one sorted in the least recently used order, one 

sorted on log sequence number and one used for easy insertion and extraction of free 

blocks. 

 

Figure 10. The class CacheManager. 

9.2.2 BufferManager 

The class BufferManager supplies memory buffers the same size as the blocks in the 

block partition, which are used to contain the actual cached data blocks. The 

CacheManager initializes a BufferManager with the same number of buffers as cache 
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blocks, plus one spare buffer that is used by the NodeCacheBlock during metadata block 

updates. The BufferManager hands out and collects pointers to the buffers when 

requested, and keeps track of free and allocated buffers internally. The BufferManager is 

shown in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11. The class BufferManager. 

9.2.3  PrivateCacheBlock 

A cache block is represented by a PrivateCacheBlock object, shown in Figure 12. 

The PrivateCacheBlock has only public member variables and no member functions. It is 

only managed by the CacheManager or by its current user via a NodeCacheBlock or a 

FileCacheBlock. 

The most vital members of the PrivateCacheBlock are the ID of the block it currently 

contains and the pointer to a buffer containing the data block, delegated by the 

CacheManager from the BufferManager. 

 

Figure 12. The class PrivateCacheBlock. 

The PrivateCacheBlock has a list node and a hash node referring to itself, for insertion in 

the different lists managed by the CacheManager; the LRU list, the free list and the hash 

list. A PrivateCacheBlock can be in three different states considering which structures it 

currently belongs to; free, allocated and in use or allocated but not in use. If the block is 

allocated, it is always found in the hash list, keyed on its current block number. If it is 

allocated but not currently in use, i.e. it is not pointed to by a FileCacheBlock or a 

NodeCacheBlock object, it will also be found in the LRU list ready for eviction. If the 

block is free, it linked in the free list exclusively. Figure 13 shows the conditions and 

relations of the preceding states. A block containing metadata will also occasionally be 

found in the LSN list, depending on its update state. 
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Figure 13. States of a PrivateCacheBlock. 

9.2.4  NodeCacheBlock and FileCacheBlock 

The classes NodeCacheBlock and the FileCacheBlock are used to access 

PrivateCacheBlocks from outside the CacheManager. They are requested for accessing 

metadata and file data respectively. These are the only classes outside of the volume 

object that contain a reference to an actual CacheManager, which allows them to use the 

functions in CacheManager beyond those inherited from the ICacheManager interface to 

manage and modify PrivateCacheBlocks. 

NodeCacheBlocks are fetched from an object pool when accessing metadata. Since it 

does not concern file data it will not be further described here, but as far as requesting 

and releasing PrivateCacheBlocks from CacheManager, it works similarly as the 

FileCacheBlock, which is described next. Figure 14 shows the NodeCacheBlock and all 

of its member variables and functions. 

 

Figure 14. The class NodeCacheBlock. 

 

The class FileCacheBlock with its member variables and functions is shown in Figure 15. 

A FileCacheBlock object only exists throughout a scope in which file data is accessed. 

The constructor takes a block ID and requests the correct PrivateCacheBlock from the 

CacheManager using GetCacheBlock(). The user can then access the data buffer in the 

PrivateCacheBlock by calling GetReadBuffer() or GetModifyBuffer() in FileCacheBlock. 

GetModifyBuffer() takes a parameter for the byte offset that the user intents to start 

writing at. It then calls UpdateValidBytes() in CacheManager to make sure the buffer is 
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filled to that offset. After an update of a block buffer, CommitModifyBuffer() has to be 

called, to mark the cache block as dirty and to let the CacheManager and future users of 

the PrivateCacheBlock know the new number of valid bytes in the block. When the user 

is done with the PrivateCacheBlock it has to be returned by calling Release() in 

CacheManager. This is done in the FileCacheBlock destructor. 

 

Figure 15. The class FileCacheBlock. 

9.3  The File Data Accessor 
The class Accessor is a member of the file object, JeffFile, and handles all operations 

related to file data extent descriptors and file data.  

JeffFile delegates read, write, truncate and flush requests to Accessor. It contains 

functions for accessing file data, modifying file data extent descriptors, allocating new 

extents and it also handles the complexity of transactional file updates. It keeps an 

internal cache for extent descriptors with two separate ranges, one for flux colored 

extents and one for persistent colored extents. 

The new features of the cache will be utilized by the Accessor through FileCacheBlock. 

9.3.1 Reading and Writing File Data 

When reading file data the ReadBlock() function is called. It creates an instance on the 

FileCacheBlock with the correct block number and requests the read buffer with 

GetReadBuffer(). The corresponding write function, WriteBlock, uses a FileCacheBlock 

similarly but retrieves a pointer to the same buffer by calling GetModifyBuffer(). 

GetModifyBuffer() needs an input on which byte offset in the block the write will start at, 

and before the pointer is returned, the CacheManager updates the number of valid bytes 

up and till that offset. When the write is done, WriteBlock calls CommitModifyBuffer() 

that lets the CacheManager know what byte offset in the block the write ended at, and 

marks the cache block dirty. 

9.3.2 Deleting File Data 

When deleting an extent, the blocks in the extent need to be discarded from the cache. 

Otherwise another file may allocate the block and use the data from the extent that no 

longer exists, but that has been left in the cache. This is done in the accessor function 

DiscardExtentData() that takes an extent, steps through all of the blocks in the extent and 

calls ICacheManagerDiscardBlock() in the ICacheManager reference in the volume 

object for each block. 
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9.3.3 Transactional File Updates 

When a transactional file update is closed, the updated extent is re-colored from flux to 

persistent and it is an assurance that the data is persistent on disk. Therefore, the extent 

data blocks in the cache need to be flushed, before the extent is committed (re-colored). 

This is done in the Accessor function FlushExtentData() that steps through all of the 

blocks in the extent and calls ICacheManagerFlushBlockIfNeeded() in the 

ICacheManager reference in the volume object for each block. 
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10  Implementation 

10.1  Implementation Setup 

10.1.1  Operating System – OSE 

The operating system used for implementation is the Enea OSE real-time operating 

system [27] that is designed for fault-tolerant distributed systems. 

Time management in OSE is based on the scheduling policies of OSE processes (also 

known as tasks or threads in other environments). These are the different types of OSE 

processes: 

 Interrupt processes are invoked on interrupts. They execute uninterrupted from 

start to finish and are not allowed to use blocking system calls. 

 Timer-interrupt processes are invoked periodically on a certain multiple of system 

ticks. 

 Prioritized processes are the most common processes. They run in order of 

priority when no interrupt or timer-interrupt processes are ready to run. 

 Background processes are given a time slice and run when no other processes run. 

 Phantom processes are not real processes. They are not scheduled and they have 

no program code. 

A process can either be running, ready or waiting. Only one process can be in the running 

state on each processor. None of the ready processes can have higher priority than the 

currently running process. The ready process with the next highest priority will run when 

the running process changes its state to waiting, e.g. by performing a blocking system call. 

Waiting processes do not need any CPU time. They can be waiting for a signal, a 

semaphore or for a delay to expire. Figure 16 shows the priority distribution of processes 

in OSE. 
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Figure 16. Process priorities in OSE. [27] 

OSE processes are grouped together in OSE blocks. This abstraction allows forming of 

subsystems out of related processes. A block of processes can be started, stopped or 

killed collectively. 

There are several ways to allocate memory in OSE, but allocating from the memory pool 

is fast and deterministic in time. Processes in the same block share the same memory pool. 

The most efficient tool for inter-process communication in OSE is signals, also referred 

to as messages. Signals are sent directly from the sending process to the receiving process. 

Signal types are easily defined as structs or classes. Before a signal is sent, the sender 

allocates a signal buffer. The buffer is freed by the receiver when it is not needed 

anymore. When signals are sent locally, the pointer is copied between the processes. 

10.1.2 Block Device Driver – FlashFX 

FlashFX Pro is a generic block device driver from Datalight, Inc. that supports flash 

arrays of up to 2GB [28]. It makes the flash memory appear as a standard block device 

that can be read and written with standard disk access methods. It can be used with 

virtually any file system. 

FlashFx Pro features algorithms for wear levelling and bad block management that is 

especially useful with NAND flash to avoid data corruption. 

10.1.3 Hardware – Freescale i.MX31 Application Development System 

The i.MX31 ADS is a system for multimedia communication development [29]. It 

consists of a base board, a CPU board and a power management board with an MC13783 

chip. The base board provides interface connectors for media purposes such as LCD 

displays, image sensor, keyboard and sound inputs and outputs, but also for common 

interfaces such as USB, Ethernet and UART. The CPU board is equipped with an 

i.MX31 ARM11 MCU and a stacked multi-chip product from Spansion (package 
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marking 71WS256NDOBFWYP) that includes a 256MB NOR flash memory. An LCD 

display, image sensor and separate keyboard are also supplied with the ADS. 

10.2  Implementation of File Data Caching in JEFF 

10.2.1  The Cache 

The file data cache has been integrated with the metadata cache. However, all 

mechanisms involved in metadata operations are intact. 

A complete summary of the modifications made to the classes of the cache is given in the 

rightmost column in Appendix 1. 

10.2.2 The Accessor 

The former ReadBlocks() and WriteBlocks() functions that have now been replaced with 

ReadBlock and WriteBlock() could only read even multiples of the partition block size 

where the start and the end of the request was aligned with the block boundary. For 

requests that did not start or end exactly at a block boundary, the Read() and Write() 

functions only called ReadBlocks() and WriteBlocks() for the appropriate part of the 

request and used the class IntermediateBuffer where needed. The IntermediateBuffer 

loaded the block into a temporary block, mBufferBlock, so that the request could finish 

from there. Before a read request, the block was read from the partition and after a write 

request, the block was flushed. To fill the end of the buffer block before flush, the block 

was read from the partition to another temporary block, mTmpBlock, located in the 

volume class, and the end was copied from there. The IntermediateBuffer, the buffer 

block and the temporary block have now been eliminated since the new ReadBlock() and 

WriteBlock() handles any request of maximum one block size via the cache. 

To flush data blocks in the cache appropriately, FlushExtentData() is called from 

CommitExtent() that re-colors extents at transaction close. To discard data blocks in the 

cache appropriately, DiscardExtentData() is called from DeleteExtents() that deletes 

extent descriptors inside a specified file offset range. 

A complete summary of the modifications made to the Accessor is given in the rightmost 

column in Appendix 2. 

10.2.3 The Volume 

Minor modifications have been made to the volume classes of JEFF. 

When unmounting the volume, a call to ICacheManagerFlushAll() is made, to flush 

possibly dirty file data blocks in the cache. This is not an issue with metadata since the 

log manager has already made sure there are no dirty metadata blocks through the LSN 

list. 

The minimum cache size is increased to 8 blocks from 4 blocks. Earlier the minimum 

cache size was 4 blocks, which will still be required and practically reserved for metadata 

operations. The cache size in bytes is an optional additional parameter to the system 
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parameter used for mounting a device. The set cache size is then compared and controlled 

with the minimum cache size by the volume when mounting. If the cache size parameter 

is not set, the volume will mount using the default cache size, which remains 51 blocks. 
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11  Verification 

11.1  Introduction 
Five test cases have been constructed to verify an improvement in energy consumption of 

the flash memory when writing file in different ways. Three of the test cases involve 

writing a single file in different ways and the other two expose the file system to a little 

more stress by reading and writing several files alternately. The tests are run with 

different configurations; with and without file data caching, combined with two different 

cache sizes, the minimal cache size and the default cache size. The purpose is to verify 

that the modified version of JEFF, with the file data cache, consumes less energy than the 

original version. 

Running the tests with different cache sizes will show what difference the cache size 

makes, to investigate which trade-off the cache enables. It might make just as much 

difference to enlarge the cache without caching file data, which would mean it already 

gave complete gain from the trade-off to only cache metadata. 

To summarize, the following configurations will be tested for evaluation: 

A. Before implementation (without file data caching), min cache size (4 blocks) 

B. Before implementation (without file data caching), default cache size (51 

blocks) 

C. After implementation (with file data caching), min cache size (8 blocks) 

D. After implementation (with file data caching), default cache size (51 blocks) 

Three single file tests will be performed and evaluated with configuration A and C, i.e. 

with minimum cache size of 8 blocks, where 4 blocks are required for metadata 

operations. These tests will be performed with a file size of 4096 bytes, i.e. 8 partition 

blocks. This means that half of the file will fit in the cache at the same time, given that 4 

cache blocks are allocated for metadata operations at all times. 

One multi file test will be run with all configurations, involving two files of size 3072 

bytes (6 blocks) and three files of size 2048 bytes (4 blocks). Configuration D will hence 

reflect a case where all files fit into the cache at the same time. 

11.2  Measuring the Time and Power Consumption 
The power consumption is estimated by measuring the supply voltage VDD and the 

voltage drop VR over a shunt resistor R connected in series with the flash memory (as 

shown in Figure 17) on the iMX31ADS board. Data is collected using LabView and 

processed in MATLAB. 
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Figure 17. Simplified schematic of the power measurement setup. 

The momentary power P consumed by the flash memory is equal to the voltage drop over 

the flash memory multiplied by the supply current. The power P can also be expressed as 

a function of the measured values, VDD and VR, as shown in Equation 1. 

R
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Equation 1. The momentary power consumption of the flash memory. 

The measurements and the following calculation of the power are performed n times 

(1250Hz) during a time interval [tstart tend], in which a test case is executed, and the total 

energy consumption Etot is calculated by integrating the power over the measured time 

interval. The integration is carried out using the trapezoidal rule, given in Equation 2. 
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Equation 2. Evaluation of the total energy consumption following the trapezoidal rule. 

The average background power consumption of the flash memory is calculated in order 

to estimate the energy consumption due to background activity during the measured time 

interval. The background energy consumption is subtracted from the total energy 

consumption to isolate the energy consumption caused by the execution of the test case. 

The time consumption of a test case is calculated using the OSE system function 

get_tick() [24], which returns the number of system ticks that has elapsed since system 

start-up. A system tick is set to 1 millisecond and the time consumption is estimated as 

the system tick returned at the end of the test case minus the system tick returned at the 

beginning of the test case. The time consumption is measured a set of times for each test 

case and evaluated using the mean and median value of the result set.  

11.3  Tests and Results 

11.3.1  Test case 1 

Description 

The first test case involves writing sequences smaller than the partition block size 

sequentially to a file. 

Action 

 Create file 

 Repeat 64 times: 
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▫ Open file 

▫ Append 64 bytes to file 

▫ Close file 

Expected outcome 

Configuration A: File metadata will be written to flash in the beginning of the test, and 

again for each write. One file data block will be written to flash for each of the 64 writes. 

Configuration C: Metadata block writes will occur the same way as with configuration 

A. There will be a pending file data block write to flash only each time a block is filled or 

when all writes are finished, hence file data block writes will occur block size/sequence 

size times less than with configuration C. There will only be as many file data block 

writes to flash as the block size of the file. 

Results 

The results from the measurements of time and energy consumption of test case 1 are 

listed in Table 1. The time consumption is presented with the mean/median value of a set 

of measurements. 

 Time Consumption (ms) Energy Consumption (mJ) 

Configuration A 1386/1212 501,7 

Configuration C 619/613 322,7 
Table 1. Results from test case 1. 

A graph illustrating the power consumption of the flash memory during the measured 

time interval of test case 1 with configuration A is shown in Figure 18 and with 

configuration C in Figure 19. The first peak is both metadata and file data operations 

caused by test case execution. The second peak is metadata writes caused by log 

operations that are trigged during idle time to minimize the risk of lost metadata updates. 

The last two peaks are operations performed by the block device driver. This applies to 

all following figures of the power consumption during a test case. 

 
Figure 18. Flash memory power consumption during test case 1 with configuration A. 
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Figure 19. Flash memory power consumption during test case 1 with configuration C. 

11.3.2 Test case 2 

Description 

Test case 2 writes diverse sized sequences to random parts of a file. 

Action 

 Create file 

 Write 2048 bytes to file 

 Close file 

 Open file 

 Overwrite 300 bytes at offset 100 

 Close file 

 Open file 

 Append 512 bytes to file 

 Close file 

 Open file 

 Append 256 bytes to file 

 Close file 

 Open file 

 Append 256 bytes to file 

 Close file 

 Open file 

 Overwrite 300 bytes at offset 2000 

 Close file 

 Open file 

 Append 1024 bytes to file 

 Close file 

 Open file 

 Overwrite 300 bytes at offset 3000 
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 Close file 

 Open file 

 Overwrite 300 bytes at offset 1200 

 Close file 

 Open file 

 Overwrite 200 bytes at offset 300 

 Close file 

Expected outcome 

Configuration A: File metadata will be written to flash in the beginning of the test, and 

again for each write. One file data block will be written to flash for each write made to a 

block. Each time a block is written but not fully written will cause a flash block read. 

Configuration C: Metadata block writes will occur the same way as with configuration 

A. The best case scenario would be achieved if the entire file would fit and stay in the 

cache throughout the test. This will give the same improvement as test case 1, meaning 

there would only be as many block writes to flash as the block size of the file. In this case, 

the file does not fit entirely in the cache, which means that the reduction of file data block 

writes is only as large as the number of times a block is found in the cache. Since at least 

half of the file will fit in the cache, a block should occasionally stay cached between two 

writes, which would show some improvement compared to configuration A. In a worst 

case, the block to be written next has always been evicted since the last time it was 

written. In the worst case, this test case will have the same outcome with configuration A 

as with configuration C, without improvement. 

Results 

The results from the measurements of time and energy consumption of test case 2 are 

listed in Table 2. The time consumption is presented with the mean/median value of a set 

of measurements. 

 Time Consumption (ms) Energy Consumption (mJ) 

Configuration A 437/276 298,0 

Configuration C 268/230 221,0 
Table 2. Results from test case 2. 

A graph illustrating the power consumption of the flash memory during the measured 

time interval of test case 2 with configuration A is shown in Figure 20 and with 

configuration C in Figure 21. 
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Figure 20. Flash memory power consumption during test case 2 with configuration A. 

 
Figure 21. Flash memory power consumption during test case 2 with configuration C. 

11.3.3 Test case 3 

Description 

Test case 3 writes sequences of even multiples of the partition block size sequentially to a 

file. It will give the same outcome as if the entire file was written at once. 

Action 

 Create file 

 Repeat 8 times: 

▫ Open file 

▫ Append 512 bytes to file 

▫ Close file 

Expected outcome 
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Configuration A: File metadata will be written to flash in the beginning of the test, and 

again for each of the 8 writes. For each of the 8 block writes there will be a block write to 

flash. 

Configuration C: The same outcome as with configuration A. 

Results 

The results from the measurements of time and energy consumption of test case 3 are 

listed in Table 3. The time consumption is presented with the mean/median value of a set 

of measurements. 

 Time Consumption (ms) Energy Consumption (mJ) 

Configuration A 357/308 301,6 

Configuration C 357/345 266,7 
Table 3. Results from test case 3. 

A graph illustrating the power consumption of the flash memory during the measured 

time interval of test case 3 with configuration A is shown in Figure 22 and with 

configuration C in Figure 23. 

 
Figure 22. Flash memory power consumption during test case 3 with configuration A. 
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Figure 23. Flash memory power consumption during test case 3 with configuration C. 

11.3.4 Test case 4 

Description 

Test case 4 involves writing, reading and rewriting several files of different sizes 

randomly. Corresponds to writing each file the same way as in test case 2, but might not 

have as good outcome for each individual file, since the writes to one particular block of 

the file can be interrupted by eviction for write of another file. That occasion will be less 

frequent with CFLRU, which is why the configuration will show the best results at this 

test. 

Action 

 Create file 1 

 Write 3072 bytes to file 1 

 Close file 1 

 Create file 2 

 Write 3072 bytes to file 2 

 Close file 2 

 Create file 3 

 Write 2048 bytes to file 3 

 Close file 3 

 Create file 4 

 Write 2048 bytes to file 4 

 Close file 4 

 Create file 5 

 Write 2048 bytes to file 5 

 Close file 5 

 Open file 1 

 Read all data from file 1 

 Close file 1 

 Open file 2 
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 Read all data from file 2 

 Close file 2 

 Open file 4 

 Overwrite all data in file 4 

 Close file 4 

 Open file 1 

 Read all data from file 1 

 Close file 1 

 Open file 5  

 Overwrite 300 bytes at offset 300 in file 5 

 Close file 5 

 Delete file 1 

 Open file 3 

 Read all data from file 3 

 Close file 3 

 Open file 4 

 Read all data from file 4 

 Close file 4 

 Create file 1 

 Write 3072 bytes to file 1 

 Close file 1 

 Open file 2 

 Overwrite 300 bytes at offset 1500 in file 2 

 Close file 2 

 Open file 1 

 Overwrite 300 bytes at offset 2000 in file 1 

 Close file 1 

 Open file  5 

 Overwrite 300 bytes at offset 200 in file 5 

 Close file 5 

Expected outcome 

Configuration A: File metadata for all files will be written to flash in the beginning of 

the test, and again for each write. One file data block will be written to flash for each 

write made to a block and likewise for block reads. Each time a block is written but not 

fully written will cause a flash block read. 

Configuration B: Metadata blocks do not necessarily need to be written to flash 

immediately at the beginning of the test, since more transactions now fit in the cache. File 

data block writes will occur the same way as with configuration A. 

Configuration C: Metadata block writes will occur the same way as with configuration 

A. As for file data, the reduction of file data block writes is only as large as the number of 

times a block is found in the cache. The cache now fits 4 file data blocks, which will 

probably not have any visible impact on the flash activity since the cache only holds 

about 1/6 of the blocks used in the test. This configuration will hence give the same 

outcome as configuration A. 
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Configuration D: This configuration will give the largest visible impact on the flash 

memory activity since the data of all files used in the test now fit in the cache. This 

means that only as many file data blocks as the files allocate together will be written to 

flash. Metadata operations will technically work the same way as with configuration B, 

but will probably be more similar to configuration A since metadata blocks now compete 

with file data blocks for cache slots. 

Results 

The results from the measurements of time and energy consumption of test case 4 are 

listed in Table 4. The time consumption is presented with the mean/median value of a set 

of measurements. 

 Time Consumption (ms) Energy Consumption (mJ) 

Configuration A 1239/1277 453,0 

Configuration B 1041/901 408,3 

Configuration C 1440/1367 503,8 

Configuration D 1047/1051 292,1 
Table 4. Results from test case 4. 

A graph illustrating the power consumption of the flash memory during the measured 

time interval of test case 4 with configuration A is shown in Figure 24, with configuration 

B in Figure 25, with configuration C in Figure 26 and with configuration D in Figure 27. 

 
Figure 24. Flash memory power consumption during test case 4 with configuration A. 
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Figure 25. Flash memory power consumption during test case 4 with configuration B. 

 
Figure 26. Flash memory power consumption during test case 4 with configuration C. 
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Figure 27. Flash memory power consumption during test case 4 with configuration D. 
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12  Conclusions 

12.1  Concerning the Problem Statement 
Q1. How does flash memory as storage media affect energy consumption and storage 

reliability? 

Updates in flash memories are easily made atomic since flash does not support overwrites. 

In a NAND flash, page updates are always atomic. 

Write operations on flash are very energy consuming, and data updates leaves dirty 

memory units that need to be reclaimed by garbage collection. Garbage collection is an 

additional procedure that increases the energy consumption of flash memories compared 

to other storage media. 

Q2. How does JEFF operate compared to other file systems used in flash-based storage 

systems? 

JEFF is a regular file system built to run on block devices such as HDDs. To use JEFF on 

a flash memory, a block device driver is required, which means JEFF has no control of 

the operations on the actual memory. There are flash-specific file systems that are aware 

of the flash characteristics and therefore implement somewhat different storage 

techniques. See section 3.4 and chapter 7 on flash-specific file systems. 

Q3. What is the typical power consumption of the storage system using JEFF and is that 

adequate compared to using other file systems? 

No such measurement has been carried out in this study. However, Siddharth Choudhuri 

et. al. [16] performed an energy characterization of a flash-specific file system and a 

regular file system such as JEFF, both running on a flash memory. They conclude that 

regular file systems generally cause higher energy consumption on the flash memory 

since they have to run on top of a block device driver and do not consider the flash 

memory characteristics. Their study was further discussed in section 7.2.2. 

Q4. What features characterize the storage reliability in JEFF and in other file systems? 

Many file systems provide features to protect data integrity against disk errors. Storage 

reliability in that regard is not interesting for this study. 

To protect file system consistency against a crash, metadata updates need to be 

transactional. One simple way of achieving that is to never overwrite valid data, similarly 

to a block device driver on a flash memory. Journaling and log-structure are two quite 

similar basic ideas yet very different ways to maintain knowledge of the file system state 

and thereby achieving crash safety. The idea is to write updates to a log so that the most 

recently performed operations are easy to track and redo. 

JEFF employs journaling for metadata updates and supports transactional file updates, 

described in sections 8.3 and 8.4. 
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Q5. How can JEFF be modified in order to maintain energy-awareness in the storage 

system, without compromising storage reliability? 

The simplest way to statically reduce flash operations from JEFF is to implement a more 

flash-aware cache replacement policy, as those described in section 5.4. Many flash-

aware policies have shown to have significant impact on the energy consumption of the 

flash memory. However, this approach might require more information than currently 

available from the block device driver. 

Other static modifications that can be made to improve energy awareness in JEFF involve 

optimizing storage patterns and allocation policies for flash. It could decrease the activity 

of the block device driver and thereby reducing both erase frequency and overhead. Such 

changes depend on an extended interface between JEFF and the block device driver. 

A method that is more efficient is file data caching. A larger cache makes a lager 

footprint in main memory and a larger amount of data updates will be lost in case of a 

system crash, but it also reduces the number of accesses to flash and thereby reduces 

energy consumption of the storage system.  

12.2  Concerning the Improvements of JEFF 
Test case 1 shows the most improvement in energy consumption, which it was somewhat 

designed to do. Configuration A made 64 file data block writes; one for each repetition, 

while configuration C only made 8 file data block writes, one for each time a block was 

filled. 

Test case 2 with configuration C almost lived up to the worst case scenario of performing 

the same as with configuration A. The results show that there were probably some cache 

hits, but it would have been a more definite improvement if more blocks had stayed 

cached between writes, or if the entire file has fitted in the cache. 

Test case 3 is the only one of the single file tests that did not show a significant 

improvement in time consumption. This is due to the fact that the IntermediateBuffer was 

not required in this test case with configuration A (since the writes were exactly one 

block), which is what was slowing the other test cases down with configuration A. This 

proves that the new code for accessing file data shows about the same performance as the 

old code did when IntermediateBuffer was not used. The new code gains from not having 

to load and flush blocks in the buffer block between every write. 

The energy consumption was about the same with configuration C as with configuration 

A for test case 3, as expected. 

A comparison of the results from test case 4 with configuration A and B show that there 

is no use in expanding the cache when only metadata is cached, at least not for energy 

saving purposes. Time consumption was however decreased, which shows that metadata 

operations are also what lies behind the same decrease between configuration C and D. 

Configuration C does not give any improvement in energy consumption. It was basically 

expected with such a small cache compared to the amount of data that is handled 

simultaneously. Configuration D on the other hand shows an improvement since the 

cache is now large enough to theoretically fit all files at the same time, even though it 
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probably never does given all the interrupting metadata operations. These two 

configurations in comparison show an example of the actual trade-off gained from 

expanding the cache. 

Overall, the differences in the results could have been more distinct. If the files used in 

the test cases had been larger, a larger ratio of the flash writes would have been file data 

and the difference in energy consumption would have been more obvious. The results 

from test case 1 show that most of the energy consumed during the test cases is due to 

metadata operations. File data block writes has decreased from 64 to 8 between the two 

configurations, and yet most of the energy is still required to perform the test case. 

12.3  Future Work 
A further enhancement of the energy-aware quality of service implementation would be a 

dynamically resizable cache. That way, JEFF could adapt to different quality of service 

levels in run-time, determined at a higher system level. For instance, if there is high file 

system activity and a shortage of energy resources, energy can be saved by expanding the 

cache, while when there is low file system activity, it is unnecessary for the file system to 

allocate that much RAM. 

Another thing to consider is dynamically controlled metadata flushes. Currently, 

metadata blocks are systematically flushed when the file system goes idle, so that open 

transactions can be closed and the number of lost transactions in case of system crash is 

minimized. This is what happens when the second peak appears 500ms after the first one, 

in the diagrams of the flash memory power consumption extracted from the test cases. By 

eliminating these flushes whenever there is a shortage of power, the file system update 

frequency can be traded off to reduce flash energy consumption even further. 

A new block device driver is currently under development at Enea. This provides the 

opportunity to optimize the interface between JEFF and the block device driver, which 

can be useful for instance for implementing a flash-aware cache block eviction policy 

that requires additional information about the physical location of the data. 

There are also flash-aware policies that can be used with the current interface to the block 

device driver. A simple investigation that can be useful is to design tests for evaluating 

flash memory power consumption using different eviction policies. 

There are also some design issues in the implementation that should be attended. It might 

be possible to use the LSN variable in the PrivateCacheBlock for flushing and discarding 

file data in the cache. Currently when an extent is deleted or committed, the accessor 

itself has to make sure the data blocks in the extent is discarded of flushed in the cache, 

but since deleting and committing extents are always part of a transaction, there should 

be some information in the log that is useful for knowing when certain data need to be 

flushed or discarded. However, since the accessor is the only class that extracts block 

numbers from extent descriptors, it would at some point during delete or commit have to 

assign LSN values to the cache blocks, which is not that different from its current routine. 

If the accessor is to continue flushing and discarding blocks at delete and commit using 

FlushExtentData() and DiscardExtentData(), these function calls should be relocated in 
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the code. The FlushExtentData() and DiscardExtentData() are currently called from 

CommitExtent() and DeleteExtents() respectively. It would not make any practical 

difference, but it would make more sense if they were both called from 

ModifyFileDataExtents() instead. Both CommitExtent() and DeleteExtents() uses 

ModifyFileDataExtents() and it would decrease the complexity of DeleteExtents() and 

the process of committing extents. 
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Appendix 1 – Summary of the Cache Classes 
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Appendix 2 – Summary of the Accessor Classes 
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Appendix 3 – Data from Time Comsumption 
Measurements 
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Appendix 4 – Data from Power and Energy 
Consumption Calculations 

 
 

(1) Mean Idle Power Consumption 

(2) Mean Power Consumption During Measured Time Interval 

(3) Total Energy Consumption During Measured Time Interval 

(4) Energy Consumption Due to Test Case Execution 
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Appendix 5 – MATLAB Code for Power and Energy 
Consumption Calculations 

%File from LabView containing data from measurements 

filename = 'test1_mod_min.lvm'; 

 

%Read file and create vectors with the values of time t and power P(t) 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

file = fopen(filename); 

Pvec = []; 

tvec = []; 

R = 1; 

while 1 

%Read next line in file 

line = fgetl(file); 

if line == -1, break, end 

linenum = str2num(line); 

%Retrieve supply voltage value from measurement (column 6 in line) 

VDD = linenum(6); 

%Retrieve voltage drop from measurement (column 4 in line) 

dV = linenum(4); 

%Calculate power consumption 

P = (VDD-dV)*dV/R; 

%Store power value in array 

Pvec = [Pvec P]; 

%Store time value in array 

tvec = [tvec linenum(1)]; 

end 

fclose(file); 

plot(tvec, Pvec, 'k') 

 

%Calculate average background power consumption 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

PIdleTot1 = 0; 

PIdleTot2 = 0; 

i = 3750; 

%Sum all P(t) samples in [3.0 3.5]s 

while i < 4375 

PIdleTot1 = PIdleTot1 + Pvec(i); 

i = i + 1; 

end 

%Sum all P(t) samples in [3.5 4.0]s 

while i < 5000 

PIdleTot2 = PIdleTot2 + Pvec(i); 

i = i + 1; 

end 

%Choose the smallest sum to avoid peaks and divide by number of samples 

PIdleMean = min(PIdleTot1,PIdleTot2)/625 

 

%Calculate the overall average power consumption 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

PTot = 0; 

i = 1; 

while i <= 5000 

PTot = PTot + Pvec(i); 

i = i + 1; 

end 

PTotMean = PTot/5000 
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%Calculate the overall energy consumption 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%(The integral of P(t) over the measured time interval) 

%(The integral is calculated using the trapezoidal rule) 

ETot = 0; 

i = 1; 

while i < 5000 

h = tvec(i+1) - tvec(i); 

ETot = ETot + h*(Pvec(i+1) + Pvec(i))/2; 

i = i + 1; 

end 

 

%Calculate the energy consumption caused by test case 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%(Reduce ETot with PIdleMean*(measured time interval)) 

ERed = ETot - PIdleMean*4 


